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Jean-Marie Leclair was born in Lyon in 1697 to a lacemaker.
He trained as a dancer and violinist and subsequently
established himself as France’s leading violinist in the 1720s
with the publication of his first two books of sonatas, in 1723
and 1728, and with his dazzling performances at the
Concert Spirituel. Formal recognition of his talents as both
performer and composer came in 1733 when he was
appointed Director of the Music of the Chapel and the
Apartments by Louis XV, and he displayed his gratitude to
the King by dedicating this third book of sonatas, Op. 5, to
him in 1734. Sadly, a dispute with another violinist, JeanPierre Guignon, who had been appointed at the same time,
led to his resignation in 1736. He subsequently worked at
the court of the Princess of Orange and at the Hague in the
Netherlands and then for the Duke of Gramont in Paris. His
life came to a shocking end in 1764 when he was murdered.
No one was formally charged for the deed, but strongest
suspicion has fallen on his nephew.
This third book of violin sonatas builds on the previous
two in several ways. In terms of form and use of tonality
there are some developments but no radical changes.
Eleven of the twelve sonatas have four movements while
just one has three, and Leclair’s charming mixture of
Italianate lyricism and virtuosity and French sensibility and
dance idioms continued to embody the aim of this fusion of
styles, known as les goûts réunis, which was such an
important aspiration of the age in which he lived. One
element that is new is Leclair’s use of variation form in three
of the final movements, a convention that was to become
particularly popular in the second half of the 18th century.
His use of tonality is wonderfully expressive but still
relatively conservative and within each sonata he rarely
diverges far from the tonic major or minor or relative major
or minor. He is more inclined than before, however, to
change key signature during a movement and in one case
(the Adagio of Sonata No. 7) to travel through a number of
surprising keys.
In terms of violin technique some of the sonatas
challenge the performer’s dexterity to a higher degree than

before. Several movements include continuous multiplestopping, and the figurations are more intricate and
complex than before. There are two Presto movements and
two marked Prestissimo, while the moderating markings of
ma poco and ma non troppo added to Allegro, which were
ubiquitous in the first two books, have become somewhat
rarer. The second movement of Sonata No. 9 includes
almost constant undulating bow strokes on double-stopped
notes. And the outer movements of Sonata No. 8 sound
like prototype concerto movements. It is surely no
coincidence that Leclair’s first set of six concertos was
published just three years after this set, in 1737.
While it is clear from the style of writing and the range
of the bass line in his first two books that Leclair had the
viola da gamba in mind as the string bass instrument
alongside the harpsichord, in Book 3 the ‘violoncello’ is
specifically mentioned in the Ciacconna of Sonata No. 4
and at that point it is given a separate stave and its own
line of music. This development indicates how the
dominance of the gamba in France was beginning to wane
and that the Italian cello was taking its place.
Leclair specified that two sonatas in Book 1 and five in
Book 2 could be performed alternatively on the flute, no
doubt with an eye to boosting sales; but none are specified
in this way in Book 3. Perhaps he felt that he should focus
exclusively on the violin in deference to Louis XV after his
recent appointment as court musician. The focus on dance
in French Baroque music, a legacy of Louis XIV who
adored dancing, usually meant that a folk element was also
never far away, as can be seen frequently in Books 1 and
2. But in Book 3 almost every sonata incorporates some
sort of drone moment and rustic elements appear
frequently (in the last movement of Sonata No. 10 the tonic
bass note remains unchanged throughout). One wonders
whether the King was especially fond of this style of music.
The Fifth Sonata is the only sonata in the set to have
three movements instead of four. In the opening Allegro,
Leclair manages to produce music of wistful beauty from
remarkably simple material, and the slow dance that follows

has a similar touching simplicity. The Allegro finale is, in
complete contrast, full of energy and leaping figurations,
and a Prestissimo variation brings the sonata to a rousing
conclusion.
A solemn tone is struck from the first bar of the opening
Grave of the Sixth Sonata, which acquired the nickname
‘Le Tombeau’ (a composition commemorating the death of
a notable individual). The writing is highly ornate, with
multiple stopping throughout, and a special feature of the
movement is the written out arpeggiation, down as well as
up, of several of the chords, adding grandeur to the serious
mood. The Allegro second movement is dominated by an
arpeggiated musical idée fixe that is mostly rooted on the
lower two open strings of the violin, reinforcing the
grounded nature of the work. In the third movement
Gavotta, the minore and maggiore sections each have
simple themes set in regular gavotte dance phrases of four
and eight bars but, as he does in the first movement, Leclair
challenges the violinist with filigree ornamentation and
continuous multiple stopping. The continuo players set the
energetic but still serious character of the finale on their
own, and although there are moments of lightheartedness,
the intense mood drives the music through to the end.
The Seventh Sonata opens with a Largo that has many
siciliana characteristics including lilting dotted rhythms and
an air of gentle melancholy. The Allegro that follows is
through-composed instead of having a midway repeat and
is driven forward by a leaping octave figure that is treated
contrapuntally with the bass. The music never stops so the

mood is one of unrelenting intensity and drama. The third
movement Adagio opens in a much more relaxed vein in
the relative major key of C. There is something almost
Handelian about the musical lines but there are also
numerous surprising twists and turns in the harmonies that
take the listener on a journey before arriving on the
dominant of A minor ready for the final Tempo Gavotta (en
rondeau). This is a double rondo, minore and then
maggiore, the minore very rustic and lively and the
maggiore gentler and more reflective, before the da capo
ensures an energetic finish.
When he came to write the first and last movements of
the closing Eighth Sonata, Leclair took what was for him a
different approach. As already mentioned, three years after
publishing Book 3 the composer brought out his first set of
violin concertos, Op. 7 (1737), and these particular
movements seem like a ‘dry run’ for those pieces. Both open
with a unison statement that is orchestral in character and
repeated at the end of the movement, much like a final
orchestral tutti in a Vivaldi concerto. The second movement
Aria is a gentle and charming rondo, also in D major, and the
subsequent Andante switches to the tonic minor and has a
more intense and slightly relentless nature, ending with a
pause and the opportunity for a short, improvised cadenza.
Both outer movements have a rustic quality and the inherent
Italianate virtuosity of the violin part within the concerto
genre is matched by the bass figuration in the finale.
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Jean-Marie Leclair’s violin sonatas embody a stylistic fusion known as les goûts réunis in
which the lyricism and the virtuosity of the Italian school are integrated with the dance idioms
of French Baroque music. In this volume, the music reaches new heights of technical
complexity in its filigree ornamentation and continuous multiple stopping while still incorporating much wistful beauty. In the Sonata in D major, however, Leclair’s ambition expands
yet further, as he combines innate lyricism and rustic drones in a prototype concerto form.
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Violin Sonata in B minor,
Violin Sonata in A minor,
Op. 5, No. 5
13:06
Op. 5, No. 7
14:41
1 I. Allegro ma non troppo
2 II. Largo
3 III. Allegro – Prestissimo

4:41
2:42
5:37

Violin Sonata in C minor,
Op. 5, No. 6 ‘Le Tombeau’ 14:03
4 I. Grave
5 II. Allegro ma non troppo
6 III. Gavotta gratioso: Andante
7 IV. Allegro

2:24
3:41
4:17
3:38

8 I. Largo
9 II. Allegro
0 III. Adagio
! IV. Tempo Gavotta: Allegro

5:45
1:59
3:55
2:59

Violin Sonata in D major,
Op. 5, No. 8
13:22
@ I. Allegro ma non troppo
# II. Aria: Gratioso
$ III. Andante
% IV. Allegro

4:28
2:54
2:19
3:33
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